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Voters in Western Sydney bucked the trend in not returning majority Yes votes in the marriage
equality plebiscite, but locals are as committed to being good neighbours as anyone elseI live in
Parramatta and, as someone who voted Yes to same-sex marriage in an electorate where 60 per
cent of the local population voted No, some suggest I might be walking around with my head in my
hands.But I’m not. To the contrary, even though many of my neighbours have different views of
marriage, I’m still very proud to be from this place.The truth is Western Sydney is both different and
the same as the rest of the city. That in part explains the high No vote, and it also gives us every
reason to believe in the future.In the first respect, census data shows that Western Sydney is  ‐
generally more religiously committed and culturally diverse than most places.Some of the most
significant Muslim populations in the country live here — but there are also large numbers of
practising Christians.There are also many who came from more socially conservative countries, and
it is no surprise some still hold some of those values. Many of them were voting for the first time in
the marriage plebiscite.So perhaps that makes them more conservative in their views about change
in our society than other folks. Perhaps it makes them want to listen to imams, priests and
community elders as much as they listen to the self-appointed smarties on social media.It’s not the
case so many of my neighbours voted No because they are ignorant or they hate gays and lesbians.
Participation rates here were as high as anywhere and, unsurprisingly, there was no serious or
aggressive homophobia on display in Western Sydney throughout the  marriage-equality
campaign.Folks just have a different view about what defines a marriage or what the consequences
of change might be — and that’s OK too.Ultimately, here in Western Sydney, we’re the same as
people in the rest of the country.Every day, whether it’s in Parramatta, Penshurst, or Pymble,
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Australians get along the vast majority of the time. Despite elections, despite surveys, despite footy
teams, despite  religious differences, despite where we come from — our norm is civility.I would
venture to say that more than 99 per cent of our interactions with one another are completely  decent
and polite, and we should be proud of that because it is truly unique in the world.Indeed, we’re
appalled when somebody does something violent or stupid in the name of a creed or a cause for the
simple reason it’s so rare and different to our day-to-day  practice of mutual respect.Outside the
media bubble of confected conflict, the people of Western Sydney, and of Australia more broadly, get
on with getting along, regardless of their views on same-sex marriage or other political issues and
regardless of any religion that may help shape their views.Today, those people who are Muslim,
Christian or atheist in Western Sydney who voted No bought coffee for their Muslim, Christian and
atheist workmates who voted Yes.They picked up each other’s kids from school, or thought about
going to the gym with each other but went home to watch MKR or some such show instead.A No
neighbour of mine will probably give up her seat to a Yes neighbour on the crowded commute from
the city.I bet there will even be some local No voters going along to local Yes weddings in the near
future because Western Sydneysiders just aren’t  haters.Today, life is normal and good out here in
Parra because normal and good people live here.Having said that, should we be concerned that the
most Islamic part of the country was among those who most voted No?Only if beliefs lead to harmful
actions against people with different beliefs. We have yet to see that eventuate when it comes to
marriage equality — and it won’t happen if we don’t allow it to.That means insisting on what pulls us
together in the Australian way as opposed to what pushes us apart through cultural cleavage.Since
the late 1940s, successive waves of migrants have brought their values with them to Australia and,
over time, each wave has adapted to and adopted our overall sense of tolerance and opportunity —
the fair go.That’s happened through earlier migrants living by example and by leaders demanding
that English counts, respect counts and responsible citizenship counts.As a result, the “fair go” is
alive and well in Western Sydney. It’s not percentages in a postal  survey that show it; it’s about how
people treat each other every day across the things that could — but don’t — separate them.
Behaviours count as much as  beliefs.There’s a great opportunity for the majority of us who voted
Yes: to truly show that love is love and continue to be kind to those who voted No — whether they’re
Eels fans or not.Peter Shmigel is the former CEO of Lifeline Australia
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